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Science & Technology

Backlight: Beyond Emoji   50’ 
Every day, we send each other 7 billion emoji worldwide. Although we can no longer 
imagine our everyday communications without those colourful little icons, we don’t 
know all that much about the Unicode Emoji Committee. The committee - consisting of 
representatives of large tech companies, such as Apple, Google, Facebook and Micro-
soft - in California, decides which emoji are, or are not, included in our keyboards. Back-
light got a foot in the door. What does the future of our communication look like?

Backlight: Big Data Robbery   50’ 
What really happens with your Facebook photos? Why are there hidden microphones in 
Google Nest? And: Pokémon Go exposed as child molesters. Harvard professor Shos-
hana Zuboff reveals how Silicon Valley deceives us brilliantly. Through her monumental 
work, The Age of Surveillance Capitalism, she exposed the dubious mechanisms of our 
digital economy. According to Zuboff, not only our personal experiences but even our 
faces are hijacked by Silicon Valley and used as the raw material for extremely profitable 
digital products.

Backlight: Wood Wide Web   50’ 
Forests make the earth and our climate liveable and enhance biodiversity. But modern 
man takes and cuts down (only last year 12 million hectares of forests), causing an 
unprecedented ecological crisis. The theme of Wood Wide Web is the age-old intelli-
gence of trees and forests. Every old forest has evolved through thousands of years, 
which makes it a blueprint for a healthy human society: one that’s not homogeneous, 
but diverse and complex. Backlight visits the last primeval forests of North America and 
consults the trees - before it’s too late.

 

Backlight: Manosphere  30’  
Women play a more prominent role than ever before in our education, economy and 
society. Some men are even conviced the world has become ‘over-feminised’. These past 
years the so-called ‘manosphere’ experienced a major growth. This online movement is 
a lively community of thousands of websites, blogs and message boards. The members 
are convinced that the male has been alienated from his true nature and roots. VPRO 
Backlight penetrates deeply into this world and outlines a possible future of relations 
between the sexes. 

Booze   70’ 
On an unfortunate day, filmmaker Leo de Boer falls from his bicycle. While Leo claims 
that his fall had nothing to do with his alcohol intake because ‘he didn’t drink anything’, 
the doctor that examines him confronts him with his alcohol consumption. He starts to 
wonder: how much do I really drink? Booze takes us along a journey through the world of 
alcohol. With fun, recognizable people who like a drink. Isn’t it time to face ourselves in 
the mirror?

Environment & Sustainability

Society & Human Interest  
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Society & Human Interest

Punks   90’  IDFA’s Best Cinematography and Best Editing awards
They seem to be hard as nails, the teenagers from Punks. Used to acting tough, lying and 
colliding with the police, they now get a last chance. On a remote farm in France, they’re 
trying to get their lives back on track with the help of a counsellor. Filmed in extreme 
close-up by director Maasja Ooms, the teenagers try to tame their demons with music 
and therapy, but problems from the past keep resurfacing. In this intimate and sincere 
portrait, these hardened kids show us their most vulnerable sides. 

They Call Me Babu   87’  
In the 1940’s, native Indonesian girls work as nannies (pembantu) for colonial Dutch 
families. The young Alima decides to escape from an arranged marriage and work as a 
pembantu to care for baby Jantje. She experiences World War II, the Japanese occupation 
(in which her Dutch family ended up in internment camps), and afterwards the hard-
fought independence of Indonesia. All these years Alima remained loyal to the child, but 
she was also loyal to Riboet, her beloved who fought in the Independence War.

Yab Yum   75’  
Yab Yum, Amsterdam’s most legendary brothel, was forced to close its doors after the 
exclusive club turned into a dodgy criminal hub. The people who once formed the inner 
circle now look back on their eventful past with nostalgia, before they surrendered to a 
civilised life. They share their stories vividly, tales both extravagant and painful, about 
how it all went wrong. Away from the glitter and glamour, for better or worse, Yab Yum 
and its glory days are more than just a fading memory.

Rail Away   7 x 25’  
Rail Away captures remarkable railways around the world. With the train acting as a 
guide, we traverse by a number of special locations. During the journey, the landscape, 
history and local culture are highlighted. Experience the journey through shots from 
the drivers’ cabine, along the railway line and from a helicopter. In this series, we travel 
trough the breathtaking French Alpes and past the tranquil lakes of Sweden. In Poland, 
the crew searches for the golden Nazi train that disappeared at the end of World War II. 

Romancing the Globe   18 x 22’  
Nowdays, people want to experience someting special, away from their busy lives.  
In this travel series, Dutch couple Erik and Caroline take the audience along on their trips 
to the most romantic places on the planet. Romancing the Globe offers inspiration!  
In Lapland, Caroline and Erik sleep on reindeer hides and visit the Ice Hotel, a palace in 
the middle of a frozen lake.

Wheelchair Roadmovie   3 x 40’  
What does Europe look like through the eyes of people with a physical disability? This 
is the question that filmmaker Mari Sanders, who uses a wheelchair due to his cerebral 
palsy, sets out to answer during an unusual journey through Europe. He criss-crosses 
Europe; from Italy to Sweden and from the UK to Bulgaria. Mari tries to find out what 
connects and divides Europeans, which leads to eye-opening encounters. Wheelchair 
Roadmovie challenges us to re-examine our own dilemmas, dreams and ideals, and 
above all repeatedly demonstrates the universal power of perseverance.

Travel Series  
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Dutch CORE Media, 
Bart de Graaffweg 2, 1217 ZL Hilversum, The Netherlands
www.dutch-core.com, info@dutch-core.nl 

 Michael Spendel Managing Director +31 6 13 37 67 04 m.spendel@dutch-core.nl

 Margaret Stanneveld Manager Sales +31 6 51 13 50 80 m.stanneveld@dutch-core.nl

 Mireille van der Laan Sales Executive +31 6 25 63 84 88 m.vanderlaan@dutch-core.nl

 Lorraine Joore Sales Executive +31 6 29 49 88 09 l.joore@dutch-core.nl

 Fira Zorge Sales Coordinator +31 6 29 49 83 12 f.zorge@dutch-core.nl
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